Easy Readers

Verdi
J PICTURE CANNON

Picture Books

Geronimo Stilton [Series]

Henry and Beezus
J FICTION CLEARY

Henry Huggins
J FICTION CLEARY

Henry and Ribsy
J FICTION CLEARY

In A Blink #1
J PB NEVER GIRLS [Series]

Mitch and Amy
J FICTION CLEARY

The Mouse and the Motorcycle
J FICTION CLEARY

Muggie Maggie
J FICTION CLEARY

My Weird School [Series]

Nancy Clancy [Series]

Notebook of Doom [Series]

Ramona Quimby [Series]

Ribsy
J FICTION CLEARY

Runaway Ralph
J FICTION CLEARY

Nonfiction

Caves and Caverns
J EASY 551.47 GIB

Deserts
J EASY 577.54 GIB

Grizzly Bears
J EASY 599.784 GIB

Gulls...Gulls...Gulls
J EASY 598.338 GIB

It’s Snowing!
J EASY 551.57 GIB

Knights in Shining Armor
J 940.1 GIB

The Legend of the Bluebonnet
J 398.20973 DEP

The Legend of the Indian Paintbrush
J 398.20973 DEP

The Moon Book
J EASY 523.3 GIB

Polar Bears
J EASY 599.786 GIB

The Puffins Are Back
J EASY 598.33 GIB

Sea Turtles
J EASY 597.92 GIB

The Story of Ruby Bridges
J EASY B BRIDGES COL

Tell Me, Tree
J EASY 582.16 GIB